STUDENT ENERGY FACT SHEET
About
Student Energy is a registered global youth-led organization that empowers the next generation of leaders who are
accelerating the transition to a sustainable, equitable energy future.

Vision
Student Energy envisions an energy system that serves the world’s needs in a way that is economically, socially, and
environmentally equitable. Starting with this end goal, our Theory of Change utilizes backwards mapping to define
how our work creates the conditions necessary for this goal to be achieved.

Impact
WE ENGAGE A
NETWORK OF
50,000 YOUNG
PEOPLE IN 120+
COUNTRIES

10,000,000+
VIEWS ON OUR
ENERGY
SYSTEM MAP
AND VIDEOS

HOSTED 6 STUDENT
ENERGY SUMMITS,
THE LARGEST
YOUTH-LED ENERGY
CONFERENCE IN THE
WORLD

45 UNIVERSITYBASED CHAPTERS
IN 26 COUNTRIES
THAT HAVE
ENGAGED 14,000+
YOUTH

WE'VE WORKED
WITH 100+
FUNDING AND
STRATEGIC
PARTNER
ORGANIZATIONS

History
Student Energy started with a spark. Three driven students, passionate about energy, found that young people like
themselves had no space to engage directly with the decision-makers and influential leaders who were determining
their energy future. It took just one ambitious idea: an international conference in 2009 where young people set the
agenda, led the discussions, and asked the questions, bringing together hundreds of youth passionate about energy
and some of the world’s most influential energy leaders. Student Energy is now one of the leading youth non-profits in
the global energy sphere.

Programs
1. Chapters Program: Chapters are student-led, post-secondary clubs that take action on energy in their local
communities through energy education and awareness-raising events and tangible energy projects, supported by
skill-building and mentorship from Student Energy and collaboration with a global network of Chapters.
2. Energy System Map: Our System Map takes users on an interactive through the energy system. It includes an
interactive map view, a searchable energy topics index view, and accompanying videos.
3. International Student Energy Summit (SES): This conference is Student Energy’s pinnacle event, occurring
biennially in a different city around the world to unite hundreds of students from countries all over the globe. SES
is a multidisciplinary forum where students can engage with their peers, as well as leaders in the energy industry
to learn, collaborate, and take action on energy.
4. Space for Youth: We create meaningful opportunities for young people to engage with actors in the energy system
– governments, companies and other institutions – to elevate the role of youth in decision-making and planning.
Learn more: www.studentenergy.org | For media or interview inquiries, please contact shakti@studentenergy.org
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